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HPRC CASE - RED WITH CUBED FOAM
Brand: HPRC

Product Code: P2500CR

HPRC CASE - RED WITH CUBED FOAM
This HPRC 2500 Hard Case RED COLOUR With Cubed Foam Inserts [P2500CR] is incredibly roomy, yet is corrosion-resistant and
crushproof. The HPRC 2500 is completely watertight, and it has been run through a rigorous testing regimen.
HPRC 2500 is tough against drops, impact, and the bleaching power of the sun's rays. This is a tough, durable way to store all your
sensitive gear.
HPRC has built the 2500 out of tough stainless steel, TTX01, PA66, and other sturdy materials for a container that lasts, and its
comfortable, ergonomic handle makes it easy to take the dry case anywhere you need your gear.
Take your valuable equipment on the road with the HPRC 2500 Compact Water Tight Dry Box.
HPRC are premium Italian designed cases that give you the confidence to send your equipment into even the most severe conditions.
That's because HPRC shells are injection molded using an advanced patented plastic that creates a light- weight high-strength barrier
between your protected items and the outside elements.
HPRC protection meets ATA 300 specifications for transit cases as well as rigorous standards for military use (STANAG 4280, DS
81-41, IP67).
See also the wheeled version of this case. HPRC wheeled cases have a unique low profile backing that houses our high-strength
telescoping aluminum handle. This efficient design delivers a clean finish while the use of aluminum translates into complete control
over your equipment.
Injection molded shell
Self-customizable cubed foam interior
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Neoprene O-ring to keep the case air and watertight
Meets or exceeds specifications from ATA 300, IP67, STANAG 4280 and DS 81-41
Temperature Rating of -32 to +176 F
Air pressure release
Weight
Empty: 3,15kg / 6,95lbs
With cubed foam: 3,71kg / 8,18lbs
Temperature rating
Minimum: -40°C -32°F
Maximum: +80°C +176°F
Approvals: ATA 300, IP67, STANAG 4280, DS 81-41
Tests: DROP / IMPACT / HANDLE / WATERTIGHT / INTEGRITY / UV COLOR AND MATERIAL PROTECTION
Materials: TTX01 / POM / SEBS / PA66GF30 / ALU / Stainless Steel
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